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ABSTRACT
Questions and their corresponding answers within a community-
based question answering (CQA) site are frequently presented as
top search results for Web search queries and viewed by millions of
searchers daily. The number of answers for CQA questions ranges
from a handful to dozens, and a searcher would be typically inter-
ested in the different suggestions presented in various answers for
a question. Yet, especially when many answers are provided, the
viewer may not want to sift through all answers but to read only
the top ones. Prior work on answer ranking in CQA considered
the qualitative notion of each answer separately, mainly whether it
should be marked as best answer. We propose to promote CQA
answers not only by their relevance to the question but also by the
diversification and novelty qualities they hold compared to other
answers. Specifically, we aim at ranking answers by the amount of
new aspects they introduce with respect to higher ranked answers
(novelty), on top of their relevance estimation. This approach is
common in Web search and information retrieval, yet it was not
addressed within the CQA settings before, which is quite different
from classic document retrieval. We propose a novel answer rank-
ing algorithm that borrows ideas from aspect ranking and multi-
document summarization, but adapts them to our scenario. An-
swers are ranked in a greedy manner, taking into account their rel-
evance to the question as well as their novelty compared to higher
ranked answers and their coverage of important aspects. An exper-
iment over a collection of Health questions, using a manually an-
notated gold-standard dataset, shows that considering novelty for
answer ranking improves the quality of the ranked answer list.

Keywords: Community-based question answering; Novelty; Diversifica-
tion

1. INTRODUCTION
Community-based Question Answering (CQA), a platform in

which people can ask questions and receive answers from other
people, has become a useful tool for information needs that are not
answered simply by viewing a Web page, including recommenda-
tions, suggestions and homework help [26]. In popular CQA sites,
such as Yahoo Answers, Baidu Zhidao, Answers.com, and Stack
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Overflow, hundreds of millions of answered questions have been
collected. The answers to the questions are not only viewed by the
asker herself, but are frequently presented as top search results for
Web search queries and viewed by millions of searchers daily, in
the form of a question and its corresponding answers.

The number of answers for CQA questions ranges from a hand-
ful to dozens, and even sometimes hundreds in cases of popular
questions. We found that in Yahoo Answers more than 38% of
the answered questions have at least 5 answers. For some ques-
tions, such as factoids, readers would be content with a single high-
quality answer. However, in other types of questions, such as ask-
ing for recommendations or opinions, the asker as well as other
viewers would benefit from different views or suggestions. Still, es-
pecially when many answers are provided, the reader may not want
to sift through all answers but to read only the top ones. While a few
works did address the task of answer ranking in CQA [22, 42, 45],
they considered mainly the qualitative notions of each answer sep-
arately, its relevance to the question or whether it should be marked
as best answer. These works did not address the overall quality of
the ranked list of answers. Especially, they did not consider the
complementary information provided by different answers.

In this paper we follow diversification approaches in Web search
and Information Retrieval (IR) [13, 14] and promote CQA answers
not only by their relevance to the question but also by diversifi-
cation and novelty qualities they hold compared to other answers.
Specifically, assuming the information need behind a CQA ques-
tion can be partitioned into relevant “subtopics” or “aspects”, our
goal is to rank the corresponding answers not only by their rele-
vance but also by the amount of aspects they cover (diversity), and
more specifically, by the amount of new aspects they introduce with
respect to higher ranked answers (novelty). Though diversification
of CQA answers for input questions was considered before, it was
under an IR setup, where results are retrieved from a large collec-
tion of answers [1]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time this task is addressed under the CQA setup, where the dozen
or so answers to be ranked are manually provided by answerers
directly for the target question.

There is a large body of research on document novelty and diver-
sification for Web Search and IR [13, 4, 2, 33, 12, 43]. Yet, under a
CQA setup this task bears significantly different traits. First, since
the answers are provided by humans in direct response to the given
question, most of these answers are relevant to the question to some
extent [3]. This is a very different scenario compared to document
retrieval, in which only a handful of documents are relevant out of
a large list of matching documents. As a result, IR methods that
incorporate novelty detection on top of relevance estimation (e.g.,
MMR [8]) are somewhat unfitted for the CQA scenario (see Sec-
tion 4). Second, CQA answers are typically much shorter than Web
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documents, and are therefore more condensed in terms of the con-
tent they provide. Third, IR methods aim at short ambiguous Web
queries as input while CQA questions are longer and more detailed.

Another task that our CQA scenario resembles is that of sum-
marizing different news articles on the same event [30]. In this
scenario all news articles (answers) are “relevant”, describing the
same event (question), but may provide different views and facts
(aspects) on the event by different reporters (answerers). The news
articles should be summarized to provide a comprehensive view
about the event. Specifically, in query-focused summarization, a
typical approach is to rank sentences based on their similarity to
the query and then cluster them and pick representative sentences
based on the clusters [25].

While drawing similarities between news summarization and our
task, the final goal is quite different, since we do not need to pro-
vide a summarization of the answers but to rank them. Further-
more, news articles are longer and well structured. This is not the
case in CQA answers, which are typically short with many empty
connecting unstructured sentences. Most notably in our task, many
aspects may be clamped together in a single sentence, which makes
the typical approach of looking at a sentence as an atomic text unit
inappropriate. As an example, consider the question “Whats your
best migraine cure?” and the provided answers “1) Excedrine mi-
graine, phenergan, dark room, cold compress, 8 hours of sleep”,
and “2) Take medicine, go in a dark room and sleep for at least
an hour, it helps to use earplugs”. These answers contain several
complementary suggestions each and they share several discussed
topics: sleeping, being in a dark room, and medicine taking.

The method we propose for novelty-based answer ranking looks
at syntactic propositions instead of sentences as the atomic text
units. Under this view, answer 2 in the example above is decom-
posed into “2.1) Take medicine”, “2.2) go in a dark room and sleep
for at least an hour” and “2.3) it helps to use earplugs”. We then
measure the similarity between propositions and generate a hierar-
chical clustering of them across all answers. Finally, answers are
ranked in a greedy manner based on the amount of diverse proposi-
tions they contain, taking into account each proposition’s relevance
to the question as well as its dissimilarity to propositions in higher
ranked answers.

We tested our algorithm on a collection of health-related ques-
tions and their answers from Yahoo Answers, which were manually
annotated with gold-standard aspects in each answer. We used con-
ventional diversity-based IR evaluation metrics and also propose
two novel evaluation metrics that better emphasize novelty under
our settings. We compare our approach with several state-of-the-
art novelty-based ranking algorithms and show that our algorithm
outperforms prior work under all metrics.

Our main contributions in this paper are:

• Introducing the task of novelty-based answer ranking under
the CQA setup

• Novelty-base answer ranking algorithm for CQA, which con-
siders novelty on top of relevance

• Manually annotated dataset1 of CQA questions together with
gold-standard aspects per answer

• New evaluation metrics that emphasize diversification and
novelty in CQA answer ranking

1Available at http://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com

2. RELATED WORK
Novelty-based answer ranking in CQA has not attracted much

attention so far. However, it is related to a several research fields.
In this section we review the most related ones.

2.1 Answer Ranking
Answer ranking is essential for CQA services due to the high

variance in the quality of answers. Several previous studies dealt
with answer ranking for CQA sites [21, 22, 6, 27, 42, 45]. Jeon et
al. [21] predicted answer quality using non-textual features of the
answers. Bian et al. [6] integrated answer similarity to the ques-
tion with community feedback information. Jurczyk and Agichtein
[22] measured user expertise using link analysis over the question-
answers graph, assuming answers given by authoritative users tend
to be of high quality. Tu et al. [42] proposed an analogical reasoning-
based method by measuring how valuable an answer is given its
similarity to the set of best answers of similar resolved questions.
Zhou et al. [45] additionally exploited three categories of user pro-
file information – engagement-related, authority-related and level-
related, for answer ranking in CQA.

Other works estimated the likelihood of an answer to be selected
as best answer by the asker; an estimate that might be further used
for answer ranking. Liu et. al. [27] and Shah and Pomerantz [36]
trained a classifier that predicts this likelihood based on features
describing the question text, category, question-answer similarity,
user reputation, and user feedback. Suryanto et al. [40] studied
additional features derived from the answerer expertise. The au-
thors argued that an answerer can have different expertise levels
for different topics which should be taken into account during an-
swer quality estimation. Dalip et al. [16] proposed a learning to
rank approach using a comprehensive set of eight different groups
of features derived from the question-answer pair.

In this work we follow up on relevance estimation in prior work
and combine it with novelty detection. We leave the integration
with non-textual features such as answerer reputation and user feed-
back (e.g. votes) for future work.

2.2 Document Diversification
Novelty detection and search result diversification is an impor-

tant research track in IR. Carbonel and Goldstein [8] proposed the
Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) approach, in which docu-
ments in the result list are evaluated based on their relevance to
the query as well as their difference from previously selected doc-
uments. Zhai et al. [44] studied how an interactive retrieval system
can best support a user that gathers information about the differ-
ent aspects of a topic. Agrawal et al. [4] selected the next docu-
ment that best matches DMOZ categories that are related to a Web
query but are not well covered by higher ranked documents. The
xQuAD algorithm [35] measures document diversity by its rele-
vance to sub-queries of an ambiguous Web query, which are not
related to previously ranked documents. In the heart of xQuAD, a
set of sub-queries that describe the different aspects of the query
are assessed against each retrieved document. The sub-queries are
generated using query expansion techniques or using query refor-
mulations from search engines. Croft and Dang [15] suggested to
use surface terms instead of topics as indications of aspects. They
identify candidate terms as words in the vicinity of query terms that
appear in retrieved documents and weigh their topicality and pro-
ductiveness. However, in the CQA setup, question terms, which ex-
press information need, often do not appear in the answers, which
express solutions. Therefore, a different aspect identification ap-
proach is required. We emphasize that diversification approaches
for short ambiguous Web queries, whose aspects can be modeled
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by high level categories or additional keywords [4, 35, 17, 15],
deal with scenarios that are very different from ours, in which the
“query” is a detailed CQA question and its aspects are much more
fine grained and very specific to the question’s context.

Clarke et al. [13] proposed a framework for evaluation that sys-
tematically rewards novelty and diversity in the search results, based
on cumulative gain. The task of novelty detection at the sentence
level was explicitly defined at the TREC novelty track [39]: find
relevant sentences for a given query; then extract only novel sen-
tences from that list [5, 24].

Two works that are strongly related to our paper deal with diver-
sifying user generated content. Krestel et al. [23] re-ranked user
product reviews using star ratings and a latent topic model. The al-
gorithm uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7] to map differ-
ent reviews of the same product to a latent topic space. It attempts
to approximate the topic distribution for all reviews by selecting the
top k reviews in a greedy way. Specifically, it chooses the next re-
view to the ranked list as the one that minimizes the KL divergence
between the all-reviews topic distribution and the topic distribution
of the top reviews (including the new candidate). The algorithm’s
final goal is to construct a good summary of all reviews, assuming
the reviews complement each other. This framework covers dif-
ferent ranking strategies based on the user need: summarizing all
reviews; focusing on a particular latent topic; or focusing on senti-
ment aspects of the reviews.

Achananuparp et al. [1] introduced a graph ranking model for
retrieving a diverse set of answers from a large answer archive
given a complex input question. This algorithm constructs an er-
godic directed transition matrix that combines similarities between
all pairs of retrieved answers and the relevance of each answer to
the question. Redundancy relations among answers are modeled in
this algorithm by assigning a negative sign to the weight of edges
between the answer nodes in the graph of candidate answers. The
unique stationary distribution of the nodes, which is extracted via a
PageRank-like approach, induces the ranking of the answers, with
high probability answers on top. This algorithm showed significant
improvement over prior work, including MMR. We replicated the
algorithms in [1] and [23] as baselines for our study.

2.3 Multi Document Summarization
An abundance of prior work explored the task of multi-document

summarization (MDS), in which a coherent summarization is gen-
erated from different documents covering similar information [28,
32, 38, 30]. We focus here on the application of these techniques
in the CQA domain. Liu et al. [27] demonstrated that many open
or opinion questions have multiple good answers which sometimes
are better than the selected best answer. By summarizing these
answers using query focused summarization techniques they were
able to provide an alternative best answer. Chan et al. [9] ad-
dressed the problem of “incomplete answer”, i.e. a best answer
for a complex question that misses valuable information contained
in other answers. They proposed a general Conditional Random
Field (CRF) framework to create a complementary answer sum-
mary. Pande et al. [31] tackled the same incomplete answer prob-
lem by identifying a diverse set of informative threads in the user
answers and summarizing each one of them.

Motivated by MDS techniques, we are interested in recognizing
the important topics in an answer. Yet, in our task we are not re-
quired to generate a final summarization. Instead, we explore ways
to measure the overall amount of diversity and novelty in each an-
swer. In addition, prior work in CQA summarization operated at the
sentence level. We argue that a more fine-grained analysis should
be taken for aspect detection in CQA.

Excedrine migraine, phenergan, dark room, cold compress, 8 hours of
sleep
Claratin and zyrtec did nothing for be then my allergist prescribed sin-
gular and it worked like a charm
try to get at least 7.5hrs of sleep and regular exercise
Id drink green tea as late as 10 pm at night but end up staying up really
late, its a personal choice, you could always try a sleep aid

Table 1: Examples for single sentences in CQA answers that
combine different information aspects for the question “Whats
your best migraine cure? I have the worst headache...”.

3. NOVELTY-BASED ANSWER RANKING
In this work we propose an answer ranking solution that focuses

on diversity and novelty notions of answers on top of relevance.
Our goal is to rank the answers in a way that provides the reader
a fast coverage of all the important aspects mentioned in the an-
swers for the given question. Such ranking presents the user with
“the whole picture” by reading only the first few answers instead
of skipping repeated suggestions or opinions in order to find more
relevant but diverse material.

We consider all the answers for a question to be relevant to some
extent [3]. This does not mean that all the answer text is relevant to
the question. Some answer parts may be irrelevant, such as emo-
tional response (“I am sorry to hear that Joe.”), connecting sen-
tences (“but let me tell you how things should really work”) and
personal agenda (“we should blame the president for such situa-
tions”). In addition, we do not consider all aspects as equal. Some
recommendations or solutions are given in several answers, and as-
suming that “wisdom of the crowd” takes effect, we would like to
view them as more important to the asker than others. Our task
is therefore to rank higher answers that contain novel and diverse
aspects, and to promote those aspects that are repeated in other an-
swers as well.

Looking at the considerations above, we find an analogy between
our task and the task of query-focused multi-document summariza-
tion [18, 41], as discussed earlier. We therefore present an algo-
rithm that borrows ideas from textual summarization, but employ
them differently for our ranking task. Similarly to extractive sum-
marization, we focus on basic textual units as conveying the dif-
ferent information elements in an answer. Yet, unlike the common
view of sentences as basic units, we found that often CQA answer-
ers list several pieces of information in a single sentence. Table 1
presents such examples. We therefore focus on propositions, in-
stead of sentences, as our basic units.

At a high level, our algorithm starts by extracting all proposi-
tions in each answer. Propositions that are irrelevant to the question
are automatically filtered out based on their semantic dissimilarity
from the question. The algorithm then measures the similarity be-
tween the remaining propositions as a proxy to aspect diversity, and
the “importance” of each proposition is assessed based on its occur-
rences in different answers. Finally, a greedy procedure selects at
each round the answer that best combines a set of relevant propo-
sitions that are both diverse, novel, and important. Algorithm 1
depicts this procedural overview of our algorithm. In the reminder
of this section we will detail each of the steps in our algorithm.

3.1 Proposition extraction
In this step the algorithm extracts the basic semantic units, called

propositions, which we consider as conveying coherent information
given by the answerer. To this end, it starts, similarly to summa-
rization and classic novelty detection in IR [13], by sentence split-
ting each answer. It then proceeds by syntactically analyzing each
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Input: question q
Input: set of answers Ans
OrderedAns = []
/* Init */
foreach a ∈ Ans do

Propositions[a] = extractRelevantPropositions(a, q)
foreach p ∈ Propositions[a] do

Novelty[p] = 1
end

end
/* Rank */
while Ans 6= ∅ do

selectedAnswer = select(Ans,Novelty, Propositions)
OrderedAns.add(selectedAnswer)
Ans = Ans \ {selectedAnswer}
foreach p ∈ Propositions do

Novelty[p] =
updateNovelty(p,Novelty, selectedAnswer)

end
end
return OrderedAns

Algorithm 1: Novelty-based answer ranking overview

sentence. Specifically, the algorithm parses each sentence with the
Clear2 dependency parser [11]. It then splits the dependency tree
into sub-trees based on specific edge types that indicate proposition
boundaries. These edges include the following kinds of connec-
tives: ccomp, npadvmod and conj. Finally, each sub-tree is turned
into a text string by ordering the words in the sub-tree according to
their original position in the sentence. As an example of procedure,
the last sentence in Table 1 is split into “Id drink green tea as late
as 10 pm at night”, “end up staying up really late”, “its a personal
choice” and “you could always try a sleep aid”.

3.2 Proposition filtering
Proposition filtering is an essential step in our algorithm, it en-

sures that answers will not be promoted for including irrelevant
propositions like recurring empathic statements such as “its a per-
sonal choice” in the above example.

In order to keep only propositions relevant to the question, we
rank them based on their similarity to the question. Yet, simple sur-
face word comparison will not suffice for two reasons. First, the
language used in the answer is very different from the question’s
language, one containing words that help express an information
need and the other words that convey a solution to that need. For
example, the question “what should I see in Paris?” and the answer
“the Eiffel tower is a must” have no shared terms, but the answer
is very relevant. Second, propositions are rather short texts while
some questions may be verbose and long, containing several sen-
tences. Therefore, surface level similarity measures such as Cosine
or Jaccard will fail to identify relevant propositions.

We address these two issues by mapping the answer and question
to a shared latent space and measure their similarity there. To this
end, we employ a variant of the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA)
approach [20]. Under ESA, a text is mapped to a semantic space
in which each dimension is a Wikipedia page (concept). This is
done by retrieving the most relevant Wikipedia documents using a
search engine, given the whole text as a query. Once the vectors
containing the top results for the two compared texts are retrieved,
cosine similarity between the two vectors is computed to measure
their similarity.

ESA is a successful semantic representation for texts. Still, stan-
dard ESA does not compensate for the difference in languages be-

2https://code.google.com/p/clearparser/

tween questions and answers. To address this issue, we follow a
variant of ESA, denoted CQA-ESA, in which instead of Wikipedia
documents the latent space is defined over a collection of structured
documents containing CQA questions and their best answers [37].
Each CQA document is a dimension and, as in standard ESA, the
representation of a text is by retrieving the top documents in the
collection. CQA-ESA differs from standard ESA in the way doc-
uments are retrieved. When representing questions, the documents
are retrieved by searching only on the question field of each docu-
ment, while when answers are provided as queries, documents are
retrieved by searching over the answer field of each document. This
way, the proper language is used for searching for each type of text,
but the final latent space is shared – the document ids. We note that
the underlying assumption of this approach is that the best-answer
of a question is typically highly relevant to it, and therefore the two
fields of a single document convey the same semantics in different
“languages”.

We use CQA-ESA similarity to the question for ranking the propo-
sitions in all answers. Following an empirical study over several
dozen questions not in our test-set, we chose to keep the top 90%
propositions similar to the question as relevant, filtering out the
rest. As document collection we used a random sample of 2 million
questions and their best answers from Yahoo Answers. We apply
the Lucene3 search engine, under its default settings, for search-
ing over this collection. The search results are used for CQA-ESA
representation of the queried text.

3.3 Answer Diversity and Importance

Motivation and Definitions
As discussed above, we would like to discover which relevant propo-
sitions present different aspects that appear in the answers, in order
to promote answers that contain a diverse set of aspects. In addi-
tion, following the notion of “wisdom of the crowd” we would like
to promote answers that include aspects that are shared with other
answers as a measure of importance.

We chose to employ semantic similarity between two proposi-
tions, sim(p, o), as a measure of diversity. That is, the more sim-
ilar two propositions are the less diverse the aspects they convey
are considered. We use proposition similarity also for importance
assessment. Specifically, the more similar a proposition is to many
propositions in other answers the more support we say it has. We
describe two ways to estimate proposition support in Section 3.4.

In order to compute support and diversity we next introduce our
semantic similarity function sim(p, o) between two propositions.

Semantic Similarity Function
To compute the semantic similarity between two propositions we
experimented with four unsupervised similarity measures:

TF-IDF. The cosine between the TF-IDF vectors of the two propo-
sitions, after stop-word removal and stemming. This is a typical
surface-word similarity measure [5]. Term frequency of a term is
its number of occurrences in the proposition. Document frequency
of the term is counted over a collection of randomly sampled 16
million questions and their best answers from Yahoo Answers.

Word2Vec. Since propositions are short, and in general people
tend to use different wordings to express the same information,
we wanted to utilize measures that may overcome such differences
in word selection. The following Word2Vec measure employs the

3http://lucene.apache.org
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Word2Vec model [29], which maps words to a low dimensional
space such that semantically similar words are close to each other
in this space. We used a publicly available model trained on part
of Google news data-set4 (about 100 billion words) to map words
to a 500 dimension space. We then apply the following function to
compute proposition similarity sim(p, o):

Coverage(p, o) = 1
|p|
∑
tp∈p

max
to∈o

[cosine(w2v(tp), w2v(to))]

sim(p, o) =
√
Coverage(p, o) · Coverage(o, p)

where p and o are propositions, tp and to are terms in p and o
respectively, and w2v(t) is the Word2Vec representation of term t.

ESA. As another measure for semantic proposition similarly be-
yond surface wording, we represent each proposition with its ESA
vector over the Wikipedia dump from Feb 2014, using Lucene as
the search engine. The cosine between the two vectors is taken as
their similarity measure.

CQA-ESA. Similarly to the ESA similarity measure, we use the
CQA-ESA representation of each proposition (see Section 3.2) and
compute the cosine between the two CQA-ESA vectors.

During our research we found that the performance of our sim-
ilarity measures differ from one question to another. In order to
get a consistently well performing similarity function we combined
them in a supervised way. Specifically, we learned a classifier for
predicting whether two propositions represent the same answer as-
pect for a given question, where the input features of each propo-
sition pair are the four unsupervised similarity measures described
above. The training set consists of pairs of propositions together
with labels indicating if they capture the same aspect or not. A
detailed description of this dataset is presented in Section 4. We
used the SVM implementation in Weka5 as our classifier. As a final
similarity score we used the classifier’s normalized output between
[0, 1]. We note that this is the only supervised component in our
algorithm.

3.4 Greedy Answer Ranking
Given a question and its corresponding set of answers, we would

like to rank the answers based on the diversity and importance of
their propositions. We follow a common approach in diversification
literature [8, 44, 4, 35] and present a greedy ranking framework.
Our algorithm iteratively selects the next answer to be added to the
ranked list, (denoted by select() in Algorithm 1), by considering
how much each answer includes: (a) diverse aspects; (b) impor-
tant aspects; (c) novel aspects that did not appear in higher ranked
answers. Then, the novelty measure of all propositions is updated
based on the amount of “support” they are given by the selected
answer (denoted by updateNovelty() in Algorithm 1). This iter-
ative procedure continues as long as there are still answers that are
not added to the ranked list, resulting in a complete ordering of all
answers. We next present two methods for selecting the next an-
swer, and for updating proposition novelty. These methods define
the two variants of our overall ranking algorithm.

3.4.1 Similarity based answer selection
The first method uses the similarity between propositions di-

rectly for answer selection. The answer’s score is proportional to
4http://tiny.cc/GoogleNews-vectors
5http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka

the amount of “support" it provides for novel, yet uncovered propo-
sitions. Formally, each proposition’s novelty assessment is main-
tained by the Novelty[p] property, according to how much the as-
pect it represents is already represented by other propositions in
higher ranked answers. We first define Support(p, a), measuring
how well answer a supports the information given in proposition
p, based on p’s similarity to the answer’s propositions. Then, the
score of a is determined by summing a’s support over all proposi-
tions, weighted by their novelty property.

Support(p, a) =1−
∏
pa∈a

(1− sim(p, pa)) (1)

Score(a) =
∑

p∈Propositions

Novelty[p] · Support(p, a)

We note that Support(p, a) acts as a noisy-or formulation of sim-
ilarity – it is zero only when all answer’s propositions are zero-
similar to p, and it supports p when at least one of a’s propositions
is similar to p.

Once the selectedAnswer, the highest scoring answer, is cho-
sen, the Novelty assessment of each proposition is updated by the
novelty update function

Novelty[p] = Novelty[p] · (1−Support(p, selectedAnswer))

We would like to emphasize two properties of this selection pro-
cedure. First, during the re-computation phase, the Novelty prop-
erty of any proposition p of the selected answer becomes 0, since
Support(p, selectedAns) = 1. Such propositions will no longer
contribute to the score of lower ranked answers in future iterations.
Therefore, the Score(a) formula only considers propositions in un-
ranked answers for contribution to an answer’s score.

Second, the scoring formula includes a notion of proposition im-
portance since an important proposition is similar to many propo-
sitions that capture the same aspect. Hence, if an answer contains
important propositions, many novel propositions will contribute to
the answer score, more than to an answer with the same number of
novel propositions which correspond to uncommon aspects.

We note that our novelty update formula resembles that of the
xQuAD algorithm [35], as it downgrades the importance of as-
pects that are already supported by higher ranking documents. Yet,
xQuAD’s aspects are sub-queries, variations, or expansions of the
original query, while our update model is based on the similarity
measurement between answer propositions.

3.4.2 Hierarchical clustering based answer selection
Ideally, we would like to have clusters of propositions, each re-

flecting a single specific aspect within the answers. The size of the
clusters would indicate the importance of each aspect, and the di-
versity of each answer could be easily derived from the number of
its related clusters (aspects).

Such clustering is also in the heart of multi-document summa-
rization, since picking a representative sentence from each clus-
ter would generate a comprehensive yet compact summarization.
However, producing high quality partitioning of propositions is not
a simple task. Instead, in this method we take a “softer” approach
that constructs an agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) tree
for the set of propositions.

The hierarchical clustering method utilizes the Cluto6 tool to
construct a hierarchical cluster tree based on the similarity matrix
between propositions (using our similarity function). It then uses
the resulting cluster tree structure to calculate the support of each

6http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/software
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Input: Selected answer selectedAnswer
Input: novelty assessment Novelty
Input: all propositions Propositions
Input: Proposition cluster tree T
/* Update propositions novelty */
foreach pa ∈ selectedAnswer do

npa = findLeafNodeOf(pa, T )
foreach p ∈ Propositions do

np = findLeafNodeOf(p, T )
d =
distance(npa , nearestCommonAncestor(npa , np))

Novelty[p] = Novelty[p] · (1− 1
2

d
)

end
end

Algorithm 2: Novelty update for all propositions after selecting
an answer using hierarchical clustering tree

proposition and to penalize propositions that are similar to propo-
sitions in already selected answers. The answer score function of
this method is defined as follows:

ScoreAHC(a) =

∑
p∈aNovelty[p] ·Depth(p, T )√

|a| ·

(
1 +

(
1−

∑
p∈aNovelty[p]

|a|

)) (2)

where Depth(p, T ) is the distance of node p from the root of the
cluster tree, and |a| refers to the number of propositions in a.

We note two properties of this function. First, in contrast to
Equation 1, an answer score is based only on its own proposi-
tions. However, propositions that are further down in the (unbal-
anced) tree are considered more important, since they are similar
to more propositions, therefore the nominal part captures the av-
erage importance of the answer’s proposition where each propo-
sition is weighted by its novelty. Second, an answer with non-
novel propositions will be penalized since it has a larger denomina-
tor. Therefore, this function weighs novelty and importance against
each other. Finally, answer scores are normalized by the answer’s
number of propositions

√
|a| to allow fair comparison between an-

swers of different length.
After selecting an answer a that maximizes ScoreAHC(a) to

the ranked list, we penalize all propositions that are similar to the
propositions in a. Propositions are penalized according to their dis-
tance from the selected answer’s propositions in the cluster tree: the
further away two propositions are, the less similar they are. Specif-
ically, for each proposition pa in the selected answer we start from
its corresponding leaf node in the tree and climb towards the tree
root. At each node n on the path we penalize each proposition p for
which n is its nearest common ancestor with pa, by degrading their
Novelty property: Novelty[p] = Novelty[p] · (1− 1

2

d
), where d

is their distance to pa. This procedure is formalized in Algorithm 2.
Similarly to the previous method, the Novelty of each proposi-

tion in the selected answer is set to 0, since its distance from itself
is 0. Moreover, the more similar a proposition p is to those in the
selected answer, i.e. the closer its location is to their locations in
the tree, the more p will be penalized.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
To assess the performance of our proposed approach, we com-

pare our two algorithm variants and several baselines on a manu-
ally annotated gold-standard test-set. Under this evaluation setting,
a gold standard annotation of the aspects in each answer is given,
following the methodology in the TREC novelty track [14]. Both
our algorithms and the compared baselines are evaluated according

to their ability to rank higher diverse answers that contain novel
aspects with respect to higher ranked answers. We compared the
ranking quality using theαNDCG [13] and ERR-IA [10] measures
and novel measures we propose specifically for the CQA scenario.

We next detail the gold-standard dataset construction, the com-
pared algorithms and the novel ranking measures.

4.1 Dataset Construction
Our manually constructed dataset7 consists of a random sample

of 110 questions from the Health top category in Yahoo Answers,
each with at least 10 answers. For each sampled question the au-
thors manually split each answer into propositions and annotated
those that are relevant to the question. The relevant propositions
in all answers were then manually aggregated into clusters, where
each cluster represents a specific aspect mentioned in the answers.
This aspect cluster is referred to as the gold-standard aspect map-
ping for the question. From this gold standard annotation the “im-
portance” of each aspect is taken to be the size of its cluster. Addi-
tionally, the aspect distribution in each answer is straightforwardly
induced. Overall, we analyzed 1426 answers and labeled 2775 rele-
vant propositions referring to 838 different information aspects (7.6
aspects per question on average). Interestingly, relevant proposi-
tions cover (on average) only about 30% of the answers text.

We evaluated the performance of all tested algorithms using 5-
fold cross validation. The training parts were used to train our su-
pervised similarity function (see Subsection 3.3), and to tune the
parameters of the baseline algorithms.

4.2 Tested Algorithms
We implemented six baseline algorithms in order to analyze the

behavior of CQA answer ranking and to compare their performance
to our proposed ranking approach. The first baseline is a simple
random ranking of the answers (denoted RandomRanker). It serves
as a lower bound for the performance of the algorithms under the
evaluation measures we utilize.

The second baseline, denoted Votes, ranks the answers by the
feedback they received from other users. Specifically, we subtract
the down-votes (thumbs-down) from the up-votes (thumbs-up) that
each answer received. This score was viewed in prior work as an
implicit quality assessment measure and was used as ground truth
for learning to rank answers by their quality [16].

The next two baselines address only the relevance aspect of rank-
ing: BM25 [34] and ESA (over Wikipedia) [20]. For BM25, the
query is the question’s text and the documents to be ranked are
the different answers. Document frequency of the terms for BM25
was estimated over a collection of 16 million question/best-answer
pairs. ESA was implemented as described in Section 3.3. We note
that using ESA over CQA instead of Wikipedia did not improve the
results.

We are not aware of prior work that addresses novelty or diver-
sification in answer ranking within the CQA settings (i.e. rank-
ing manually provided answers for a target question). Instead, we
implemented two ranking approaches from related fields as base-
lines (Section 2.2). The first algorithm, denoted LDARanker, was
proposed for diversifying product reviews [23]. We implemented
this algorithm including the specific ngram partitioning of the texts
[19]. We learned 1000 topics for the LDA model on a collection
of 1 million CQA questions from the Health top category in Yahoo
Answers, in order to match our test-set domain.

The second related baseline we implemented is the answer diver-
sification algorithm of [1], denoted WebAnswerRanker. Given an
input complex query, this algorithm attempts to diversify the set of

7This dataset will be publicly available.
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retrieved answers from a large answer collection, showing signif-
icant improvement over prior work (see Section 2.2). We applied
this algorithm in our settings, using TF-IDF for measuring ques-
tion/answer similarity and n-gram similarity for answer/answer sim-
ilarity (following experiments which showed that this is the best
performing configuration on our data-set).

We tested two variants of our approach against the above base-
lines: a) SimRanker, which uses Equation 1 for answer selection
and the corresponding novelty update (Subsection 3.4.1); and b)
HCRanker, which uses the hierarchical clustering based answer se-
lection (Equation 2) and AHC-based novelty update (Subsection
3.4.2). Both variants make use of the supervised similarity func-
tion detailed in Section 3.3.

4.3 Performance Measures
Several IR metrics were proposed that consider novelty/diversity

on top of relevancy. For this experiment we utilize αNDCG [13,
12] and the topic-aware ERR (ERR-IA) [10]. These two metrics
were designed for typical IR scenario in which many documents are
irrelevant. They therefore aim at balancing between relevance and
novelty. In the CQA scenario on the other hand, most answers are
relevant. Therefore, we propose two additional metrics that directly
assess the effort required by a user to scan the ranked answer list
through the number of redundant aspects the user would encounter.
The two metrics differ in their treatment of aspect importance: one
is oblivious to it while the other focuses on it.

Novelty-focused evaluation metric
This metric assesses how efficient a given answer ranking is in cov-
ering the gold-standard aspects. For each recall point r (fraction of
aspects covered) a cost function is first computed:

NoveltyCost(A, r) =

m(r)∑
i=1

(
1 + β · (1− |NovelAspects(ai)||Aspects(ai)|

)

)

m(r) = min
m

|∪mi=1Aspects(ai)|
|∪a∈AAspects(a)|

≥ r

A is the ranked answer list {ai}|A|
1 , m(r) is the minimal rank po-

sition for which the accumulative aspects in the rank reaches recall
r in terms of aspect coverage, and β controls the effect of novelty.
Aspects(ai) returns the gold-standard aspects that are mentioned
in the answer ai while NovelAspects(ai) returns only those as-
pects in ai that are not covered by higher ranked answers. This cost
function puts emphasize on the amount of new aspects an answer
introduces by penalizing answers with repeated aspects. In the ex-
treme, a novel answer which reveals only new aspects contributes 1
to the score while an answer with no novel aspects at all contributes
(1 + β) to the score. In our experiments, we set β = 0.5.

For each question we computed the minimal possible cost for the
recall point r according to the above cost function by evaluating all
the permutations over the answers set. We then normalize the cost
of the ranked list A as follows:

minNoveltyCost(A, r) = min
A′∈π(A)

[NoveltyCost(A′, r)]

NormNoveltyCost(A, r) =
minNoveltyCost(A, r)

NoveltyCost(A, r)

where π(A) is the set of all permutations of the answer listA. Note
that while lower NoveltyCost(A, r) values correspond to a bet-

ter ranking, NormNoveltyCost(A, r) exhibits how good is this
ranking relative to the best possible ranking, and here higher values
correspond to a better ranking.

The final metric score of a ranked list A is taken as the average
of all normalized costs at recall points {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0}:

NoveltyMetric(A) =
1

10

r=1.0∑
r=0.1

NormNoveltyCost(A, r)

Support-focused evaluation metric
The novelty-focused metric views all aspects as equally important.
Yet, as we discussed previously, some aspects are mentioned more
than others in the answers and reflect a common recommendation
or opinion. In this work we view such aspects as more “important”,
measuring it by the number of propositions that contain information
about the aspect.

In the following proposed metric, important aspects contribute
more to recall. For this purpose, recall is computed as the fraction
of propositions belonging to the aspects covered by the list of an-
swers. We follow a similar methodology as in the novelty-focused
metric, by defining a cost function for a ranked list of answers A
and a recall point r:

SupportCost(A, r) =

m(r)∑
i=1

(
1 + β · (1− |Props(NovelAspects(ai))||Props(Aspects(ai))|

)

)

m(r) = min
m

|∪mi=1Props(Aspects(ai))|
|∪a∈AProps(Aspects(a))|

≥ r

where Props() returns the list of gold-standard propositions corre-
sponding to an input list of gold-standard aspects. The final metric
is computed just like the novelty-focused metric by analogously
defining minSupportCost, NormSupportCost and SupportMetric.

5. RESULTS
We compared the performance of all tested algorithms across the

four metrics: αNDCG, ERR-IA,NoveltyMetric and SupportMetric.
Table 2 summarizes the results. Statistical significance for the dif-
ference between our algorithms and the baselines is marked by the
’+’ sign for p < 0.05 using pairwise t-test. We note that the results
in the table are macro averages over the parameters of each mea-
sure. Specifically, we averaged all α values in αNDCG metric on
the range [0, 1] with jumps of 0.25, and averaged all recall r values
in novelty-based and support-based metrics, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3. We used 15

16
for relevant topic weight in ERR-IA. A more

detailed analysis of the results, drawing the performance graph for
each parameter range in each measure, is shown in Figures 1, 2
and 3 for αNDCG, NoveltyMetric and SupportMetric re-
spectively8.

From the results we can see that the random baseline already
places a rather high bar with respect to similar values in tradi-
tional IR tasks. This is especially true under αNDCG and ERR-
IA, which supports our observation that most answers are relevant.
Under our proposed metrics, which weigh novelty and diversifica-
tion elements more, the random baseline is lower. This is also the
reason why all systems perform similarly when considering only

8In all three figures our algorithms are plotted in solid lines,
Random is plotted in dotted lines, LDA and WebAnswer are
plotted in mixed dashed and dots lines and BM25, ESA and Votes
baselines are plotted in dashed lines.
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Metric αNDCG ERR-IA Novelty Support
RandomRanker 0.61 0.64 0.49 0.55
Votes 0.67 0.69 0.55 0.61
BM25 0.68 0.71 0.57 0.64
ESA 0.67 0.67 0.57 0.60
LDARanker 0.63 0.51 0.54 0.56
WebAnswerRanker 0.76 0.77 0.62 0.67
SimRanker 0.80+ 0.81 0.68+ 0.71
HCRanker 0.79 0.81 0.67+ 0.71

Table 2: Performance results of all algorithms across all met-
rics. ′+′ signs mark statistically significant results between our
algorithms and all the baselines.

Figure 1: αNDCG results at different α values

relevance, under αNDCG with α = 0 (Fig. 1). Yet, even un-
der such conservative evaluation, which ignores novelty, our algo-
rithms perform better than the baselines since they introduce more
diversity in the top results. When α is increased a clearer picture is
revealed. The gap between our algorithms and the baselines keeps
on increasing, showing the superior ability of our proposition-based
approach to recognize novel aspects in answers. This is compared
to the more “global” approaches taken by LDARanker and WebAn-
swerRanker. At the extreme, for α = 1, SimRanker and HCRanker
achieve a relative improvement over the best performing baseline
of more than 11%. A similar trend is observed under the ERR-IA
metric.

In terms of novelty-based ranking baselines, WebAnswerRanker
is the best performing baseline. On the other hand, LDARanker
performs even worse than the purely-relevance-based BM25 ranker.
This result emphasizes the need to model aspects at a fine-grained
textual level. In our case, the LDA model was learned over all of
the Health corpus and regards only high level topics. But, typically,
each question page discusses one or two such high level semantic
topics, and therefore LDARanker cannot distinguish between an-
swers with respect to the aspects related to the high level topic.
This also shows that answer ranking is quite different than prod-
uct review ranking, in which it is common to find quite a few high
level topics in reviews for any specific product and therefore to rank
them at this high level view.

Interestingly, all algorithms seem to arrange well the most di-
verse answers at the top (r = 0.1 in Figs. 2 and 3). But this is a
phenomenon of the CQA data, not of algorithmic capabilities. It is
indicated by the fact that RandomRanker can perform at this recall

Figure 2: NoveltyMetric results at different recall values

Figure 3: SupportMetric results at different recall values

point almost as well as the best performing algorithm. On the other
hand, looking at the two figures we can observe the limitation of
the greedy ranking scheme that all tested algorithms use. All are
doing very well at low recall points, but their performance com-
pared to an optimal solution drops quickly. At the extreme point
of r = 1, when compared against optimal ranking, all algorithms
perform poorly. This shows that early greedy decisions are far from
optimal when looking at “the whole picture”, and that in general,
novelty-based answer ranking, at high recall level, is far from being
solved.

While at the extreme recall points all algorithms perform sim-
ilarly, the overall difference between our approach and the base-
line is clearly evident: both our algorithms outperform all the base-
lines across all four metrics under all parameter settings. This is a
strong indication of the capability of our approach to promote novel
and diversified answers in a robust way. In general, we see that
SimRanker slightly outperforms HCRanker, but not in a sta-
tistically significant way. Diving more deeply, the main difference
between our algorithms and the baselines is at mid recall ranges
(r ∈ [0.3, 0.9]). With respect to NoveltyMetric (Fig. 2), a no-
table gap is maintained at this range with the peak reached when
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Question: My alarm clock wakes me at 7 o’clock every morning. why do always wake up tired, angry and irritable?

SimRanker answers:
1: You probably are not sleeping well during the night. You might have sleep apnea which often has the same affect. You should ask your doctor about it.

Also, try cutting out all caffiene, sugar and spicy foods about 4 or 5 hours before bed. Do you watch tv at night. That can make matters worse for some. Try
reading instead. And even though I am doing it right now, the computer is not good either. ... If this doesn’t help, you might want to try setting your alarm for
6:30 instead. People sleep in cycles. You might be falling into an REM cycle right at 7 o’clock and those are the worst to wake up from. You might want to try
resetting your internal clock by going to bed a little earlier. For me, I’ve had to resort to Ambien CR. It’s a wonderful little pill...
2: Are you watching T.V. before you go to bed? Drinking sodas, coffee, eating sugar? ... Keep your body from working too hard ... and try some soothing

techniques like warm milk and reading. You wake up feeling unrested because you’re not getting enough sleep, and once you are asleep, it’s no fun to wake
up. Just try to go to bed earlier if possible and you should slowly rotate your circadian rhythm.
3: ... Try taking a hot relaxing bath just before bed, and maybe sit reading until you feel tired in bed. ... Also try going to bed a little earlier, and try not to

oversleep. Another tip would be to not have large lie ins at the weekend as this will knock your rythym out of synch...
4: well you might not be getting enough sleep and your body needs more. ... so just take a shower and it makes it better
5: Try to stay awake for 24 hours, then go to bed early. ... Also dont eat too late at night, and dont drink caffeine in the evenings.

WebAnswerRanker answers:
1: Same as #2 of SimRanker | 2: Same as #3 of SimRanker | 3: Same as #4 of SimRanker
4: that makes two of us, not been up too long myself and i’ve got a mood like a thunder storm this morning
5: Maybe you stay up too late on here. Go to bed earlier.

Figure 4: Example of a question with 2 sets of top 5 answers ordered by SimRanker and WebAnswerRanker. The propositions of
each specific information aspect are colored in a separate color (human gold-standard annotation).

half of the novel aspects are presented (r = 0.5). This shows that
our algorithm is nicely tuned for aspect novelty.

When promoting “important” aspects via their support (Fig. 3),
a more interesting result is drawn. While both our algorithms are
best performing, at a significant portion of the recall spectrum We-
bAnswerRanker and more interestingly BM25 achieve comparable
results, at least with SimRanker. A possible reason for the rela-
tively good performance of BM25, which considers only relevance,
is that relevant aspects are also well supported, since answerers
feel “obliged” to address these common aspects. Similarly, We-
bAnswerRanker, whose underlying target is to find answers that
mostly agree with other answers, provides good results. However,
to achieve recall values beyond 0.6 the ranked answers need to
cover also infrequent aspects, a task that WebAnswerRanker and
more notably BM25 find somewhat harder to perform.

In this experiment, the quality-based baseline Votes performed
similarly to the relevance only models ESA and BM25. As ex-
pected, user votes contain good indication of answer relevance to
the question, and Votes scores significantly above the Random base-
line. However, Votes computes a quality value for each answer
separately. It therefore cannot distinguish between high quality an-
swers with few novel aspects or that are lacking aspect diversity
from those that introduce novel perspectives. For instance, users
may mark similar answers as high quality, because both are appeal-
ing, but they do not contribute additional information one on top
of the other. Indeed, Votes did not perform as well as the novelty
aware algorithms. This result emphasizes the difference between
the tasks of quality-based answer ranking, which was the focus of
prior work, and novelty-based answer ranking, which we introduce
in this paper.

As a coda, we present an example in Fig. 4, which helps to
highlight the performance differences between our approach (using
SimRanker) and the best performing baseline (WebAnswerRanker).
In the example, 10 relevant aspects appear in the answers that were
provided for the question. SimRanker covers 7 of them already in
the first answer, adds another 2 in the second one, and another one
in the third answer. WebAnswerRanker, also covers 7 aspects in
the first answer, adds another one in the second, and doesn’t cover
the 2 remaining in the first 5 at all. Moreover, its forth answer
doesn’t contain any relevant aspects at all. In terms of support, the

first answer of SimRanker covers 74% of all aspects, while WebAn-
swerRanker covers 77%, but after the second answer SimRanker
covers 89% of all aspects, while WebAnswerRanker covers 82%.
Finally, SimRanker covers 100% within 3 answers while WebAn-
swerRanker stays at 82%. This illustrates the capability of Sim-
Ranker to balance between supported aspects and novel ones, com-
pared to WebAnswerRanker, which mainly addresses support.

6. DISCUSSION
Though both our ranking algorithms are based on the same ap-

proach, some differences in their performance are worth noting.
The similarity-based ranker SimRanker directly uses the similar-
ity function between propositions to compute answer support. This
low level usage of the similarity function makes it vulnerable to
similarity value distribution issues. Specifically, we have inspected
our four unsupervised similarity functions and found that their val-
ues are rarely larger than 0.2 even for highly similar propositions.
While the supervised measure enabled us to normalize and lever-
age the different similarity perspectives captured by each individual
unsupervised measure, using each of these unsupervised measures
alone within SimRanker provided rather poor results on our test-
set. Therefore, this task would benefit from future exploration of
similarity measures for very short texts that, on top of comparing
their words, also leverage the immediate local context surrounding
each text.

Our hierarchical clustering based ranker HCRanker attempts
to transform the continuous similarity score into a high-level rela-
tional semantic structure. This approach is motivated from viewing
aspects as semantically separated discussion topics within answers,
and it is inspired from clustering approaches in multi-document
summarization [38, 30]. Yet, this transformation may suffer from
information loss, since exact similarity values are not available any-
more, as well as from the inherent difficulty in inducing high level
semantic concepts from raw text. Specifically, observing the vari-
ance in performance, we noticed that this method is less stable and
while for some questions it highly outperformed the other tested
methods, in other cases its performance downgraded significantly.
In the future we want to keep researching the construction and ap-
plicability of high level concept similarity graphs for text ranking
in general and answer ranking specifically.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced the task of novelty-based answer ranking for CQA

question pages. We argued that under the CQA settings this task
requires different approaches, since unlike standard document re-
trieval, most answers for a CQA question are relevant. We pro-
posed a novel algorithm that looks at answer ranking as trying to
cover as many aspects in a potential “summary” of all answers as
possible with fewest answers. To this end, our algorithm regards
syntactic propositions as the basic text units. It then computes the
similarity between propositions between and within answers for as-
sessing diversification, novelty and importance quality. We also
computed each proposition’s similarity to the question for assess-
ing relevance. Finally, answers are greedily ranked based on the
amount of novel propositions each answer contains, as well as their
importance within all answers, taking into account their relevance
to the question. To measure the performance of our algorithm we
compared it to prior work that considered novelty in ranking. Un-
der a gold standard manual evaluation, our algorithm significantly
outperformed the compared works.

We would like to further investigate the importance of novelty
in CQA. Specifically, which types of questions would benefit more
from such ranking. In addition, we would like to incorporate nov-
elty elements for measuring user reputation, as an additional quality
notion of the answerer. Finally, we want to explore how novelty as-
sessment can be combined with other answer quality signals such
as user reputation, temporal features and writing style in order to
analyze which are more important to viewers of a CQA page.
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